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out within the framework of the EC-GA contract no 642108.
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(i).
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similar item disclosed in this document, including merchantability and fitness for
a particular purpose, or
(ii).
that such use does not infringe on or interfere with privately owned rights,
including any party's intellectual property, or
(iii).
that this document is suitable to any particular user's circumstance; or
(b) assumes responsibility for any damages or other liability whatsoever (including any
consequential damages, even if Project Coordinator or any representative of a signatory
party of the AWESOME Project Consortium Agreement, has been advised of the
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information, apparatus, method, process, or similar item disclosed in this document.
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INTRODUCTION
This document is the Mid-term research report corresponding to WP5 prepared under the Project
AWESOME EC-GA contract no 642108.
The deliverable 5.1 is under the activities of the following tasks within the DoA of the project
AWESOME:
Task 5.1 Wind Farm O&M cost reduction through predictive maintenance.
Task 5.2 Cost effective maintenance of wind turbines using components reliability.
Task 5.3 Wind Farm management cost optimization.
The intended audience of the document is each individual participant of the project consortium,
as well as the Research Executive Agency.
The purpose of this document is to report the progress of the research activities carried out under
the framework of this WP, including for each task or Early Stage Researcher (ESR):
•
•
•
•

Summary
Background and organisation of the project
Research line
Progress on the short-term objectives (1-2 years)
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1 TASK 5.1: ESR 9
Name of fellow: Lorenzo Colone
Department: DTU Wind
Name of Supervisor: Anand Natarajan
Date: 30.09.2016
Task status: Estimated 30% completed

1.1 Summary
The cost of wind energy can be potentially driven down by improving the use of condition based
maintenance. In this project, data acquired from monitoring systems will be used for validating a
broad range of failure prediction models and to reduce the uncertainties in the decision systems
used to plan maintenance. Towards this goal, the research project for ESR 9 will set up a novel
probabilistic approach for maintenance planning from a risk based perspective using load
forecasting, other monitoring systems and thereby enhance the value of predictive maintenance
to achieve O&M cost reduction. The ESR in the past year has started his research work and
gathered information regarding strategies to analyse different kinds of problems related to O&M,
in alignment with the PhD objectives. This includes literature review on advanced condition
monitoring techniques, statistical description of sea state and wind conditions, design and
reliability of offshore substructures, system reliability theory and their application towards
maintenance planning and decision analysis.
Research is being carried out on loads prediction on offshore monopiles and quantifying the
uncertainty in the design loads and the fatigue damage. This will be extended to predict the
remaining lifetime of the monopile using a reliability based analysis. The ESR is presently on an
external industrial stay at Vattenfall where studies are being made on loads on main bearings of a
large wind turbine based on measurements acquired at the main shaft.
The ESR has completed all course requirements at DTU satisfactorily.

1.2 Background and organisation of the project
The cost of offshore wind energy is to be greatly reduced as per current EU targets, and a large
part of this cost are O&M costs, which account for 25-30% of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE).
This Ph.D. project proposes to use SCADA and loads measurements from existing wind farms with
a history of component failures or faults to develop operations research based methodologies
that seeks to predict potential component failures and develop maintenance schedules
considering the weather windows, grid power requirements, mean time to repair to prevent
failure and reduce cost of repair to minimize O&M cost. Probabilistic models of the expected
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lifetime of particular wind turbine components based on operational data will also be developed
which can improve predictive maintenance.
In particular, standstill periods represent critical situations in terms of fatigue damage
accumulated on offshore substructures where wave loads represent the main contributor. Here
the influence of different types of wave kinematics approaches as used in present wind turbine
loads computations will be benchmarked to understand the coefficient of variation due to wave
kinematics. Several others have looked at wave model influences on loads [1,2], but this work will
put this effort into a structural reliability framework for fatigue [3]. However standstill also results
in loss in energy production and therefore repair periods must be synchronized with periods of
low wind and waves. Further, when the turbine is in standstill, wind and wave may hit the
structure from different directions with the rotor not necessarily facing the wind. Additionally, the
contribution of the aerodynamic damping is absent being the turbine not operating. Previous
experimental studies [4] have demonstrated that aerodynamic damping accounts for a large
percentage of the total damping capacity, and the lack of it can increase fatigue damage on the
sub structure. Monitoring of global wind farm parameters such as such as wind speed, wave
height, grid power production and more specific parameters e.g. pitch angles, level of lubrication
etc., are also being made to be merged together to find out possible patterns to identify and
predict a certain type of failure. Also non-failure states can be considered of interest, such as
excessive damage or temporary unavailability. Condition monitoring is essential to determine the
actual health status of units and expected wind farm performance, which is a key fundamental for
preventive maintenance.
The work is based on WP5, Task 5.1 and also as per the approved Ph.D. research plan at DTU.
Presently the industrial stay at Vattenfall is being carried out by the ESR. A second external stay at
TU Munich is planned for third quarter of 2017, but this will be decided based on the progress of
the ESR.

1.3 Research line of the fellow
The cost of energy can be potentially driven down by improving the use of condition based
maintenance. In this Ph.D. project, measurement data in terms of loads and SCADA signals
acquired from monitoring systems will be used for validating a broad range of probabilistic
models to predict component degradation and reduce the uncertainties in the decision system
used to plan maintenance. The initial steps were dedicated to understand the key benefits of
using preventive actions, the components to be addressed and the data availability. Subsequent
research focused on the monopile foundation, and the design of the structure today and
understanding the uncertainties thereof. Models such as the turbulence intensity of the wind
used in site specific sub structure design, the wave kinematics and corresponding limit state
equations that govern the component reliability under fatigue are combined to better quantify
the damage to the foundation any given point in time. Next steps will develop a similar analysis
for predicting the damage on parts of the drivetrain.
The ESR is fulfilling the research objectives with respect to the aspect of foundation reliability and
quantifying remaining fatigue life of offshore wind turbines, specifically with regards to monopile
D5.1 WP5 Mid-term Research report
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foundations. A study on weather windows and potential maintenance schedules has also been
made. Instead of focusing on the blade, the ESR is instead focusing on the reliability of the
drivetrain based on loads measurements on the main shaft. The ESR will quantify the reliability
and remaining life of the components and relate them to an O&M cost model and thereby seek
methods to reduce the O&M cost or plan effective maintenance strategies. The cost models and
O&M models for this study are yet to be made and will be done in the next year.

1.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-years)
The present progress in the last one year has been towards quantifying the variation in fatigue
damage accumulation on the monopile of offshore wind turbines by performing site specific load
simulations and varying the kinematics of waves, as well as the effective wind turbulence.
Statistical correlation between wave and wind parameters based on measurements is also used to
in the computation of the fatigue damage accumulation using aeroelastic simulations in the
HAWC2 software. This is used as input to calibrate reliability models to predict remaining lifetime
of offshore support structures. Further work on drivetrain loads and lifetime monitoring is being
carried out.
The ESR has completed milestone M4 on scientific courses and is working towards achieving M6.
The progress in the objectives is as per the Gantt diagram on the next page.
Research results
•

•
•

•
•

Publications: A poster presentation at the DEEPWIND 2016 conference in Trondheim,
Norway. A journal paper is being presently developed on monopile structural reliability
and fatigue life prediction which is planned to be submitted before the end of 2016.
Conference and workshop attendance: DEEPWIND 2016 conference in Trondheim,
Attended all organized AWESOME training workshops.
Courses and summer schools: Attended Summer school at LBORO University, U.K. as a
part of the AWESOME project. Completed the following courses at DTU as a part of the
Ph.D. program:
o Loads, Aerodynamics and control of wind turbines
o Probabilistic methods for wind engineering
o Dynamics of machineries
o Bayesian data analysis
o Advanced finite element using Abaqus
Seminar presentations: Presented his studies and findings at two seminars, 1) A Ph.D.
seminar organized in Copenhagen and 2) presentation at Vattenfall
Secondment: Presently engaged in his first secondment, an industrial stay at Vattenfall.

Research skills and techniques
Working towards an understanding of component fatigue, mechanical loads and effects of wind
and wave conditions on offshore wind turbines.
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Research management
The management of the Ph.D. research follows the guidelines set by DTU for Ph.D. research
whereby the progress is evaluated every six months.
Communication skills
The ESR has effectively disseminated his project work in the department at DTU and on relevant
occasions to partners within the AWESOME project as well as to industrial partners such as
Vattenfall.
Networking opportunities
Considering networking with partners of the consortium and presently with Vattenfall as part of
the industrial secondment.

Figure 1. Project plan of ESR 8
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2 TASK 5.3: ESR 10
Name of fellow: Nurseda Yıldırım Yürüşen
Department: Fundación CIRCE
Name of Supervisor: Julio J. Melero
Date: 30.09.2016
Task status: Estimated 38% completed
Achieved tasks for the period: Definitions of main goals and research statement were completed.
Selection of sub-models which can supply objective and constraint functions, was accomplished.
Submitted first article is got an acceptance. Analysis and numerical results of second article study
is completed. First poster study is presented. Initial knowledge related with the wind farm
management process and cost-effective decisions were gained. Industrial secondment is
completed. Case study, test data is gathered. Reliability analysis of test data is performed.
Insurance sub model interviews are done with wind farm owner and insurance company expert.

2.1 Summary
In this report, ESR 10´s progress status is presented by the end of September 2016. The
researcher has been participating to AWESOME project since 20th July 2015 in Zaragoza, Spain.
The supervision is done by Julio J. Melero in CIRCE, task leader of the project. This task is the part
of the work package 5 which consists following listed research lines ESR 9: Wind Farm O&M cost
reduction through predictive maintenance (DTU), ESR 10: Wind Farm management cost
optimization (CIRCE) and ESR 11: Cost effective maintenance of wind turbines using components
reliability on cost effective strategies for O&M (CIRCE). As consistent with prior announced
project plan, the industrial secondment is completed in CETASA, Soria.
The researcher would like to clarify and reference to previously submitted deliverables in the
main body of text, up to date:
1. CIRCE: Personalised Career Development Plan Deliverable 2.2
2. Ramboll: General exploitation plan Deliverable D7.1
The structure of this document can be summarised as, the problem statement and the main goals
are listed within Section 1.2, related review of the literature, a comparison of the project
objectives, milestones against ESR10´s progress is given in Section 1.3. In the following section
attended conferences, workshops, specific courses, industrial secondment and the publications
are listed in detail. The main outcome of each activity is summarized briefly hereinafter.
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2.2 Background and organisation of the project
This task of AWESOME project focuses on analysis of wind farm O&M costs with a holistic
perspective in order to accomplish the development of a realistic financial parameterised model
with final goals of maximising the revenues and minimising the operational expenditure. Standard
linear optimization models are known to be weak for complex wind farm management models.
Therefore, a dynamical simulation with nonlinear optimisation techniques will be used to achieve
the final targets.
Flexible and dynamical decision support tool which can efficiently counter-balance impulseresponse mechanism of management system, will be developed during the project lifetime. The
impulses of electricity market structure and intermittent characteristics of wind energy will be
studied in detail. Integration of wind farm management sub decision tools will be performed with
a multi-objective and multidisciplinary optimisation perspective.
Concrete goals and objectives
1. To define main input parameters and their metrics for O&M optimization task.
2. To search for correlation and dependency relationships between input clusters.
3. To establish a new model, which includes the effects of crucial factors such as tax, logistics
and three layered health, conditions for component, turbine and wind farm.
4. To model a dynamical simulation for the wind farms in operation.
5. To make an economical evaluation for wind farm O&M and provision of financial summary
parameters.
6. To use non-commercial software environments such as R and nonlinear optimisation
techniques.
In final analysis, the integration of wind farm management decision tools will be performed with a
multi-objective and multidisciplinary optimisation perspective.
Changes related to chronogram of Deliverable 2.2
The required modifications are applied to tentative schedule due to time consumption of the
information collection from the hand written service work orders (industrial secondment);
revision cycles of submitted studies and preparation of poster-paper presentations (tangible
deliverable production). Being consistent with the chronogram of Deliverable 2.2, first article
study is completed and it took an acceptance from Journal of Physics Conference Series (title:
Probability density function selection based on the characteristics of wind speed data). Second
article study is performed with in collaboration to ESR 11, submission of this study will be
performed very soon (topic: association mining between meteorological variables and wind
turbine component failures). As an addition to the chronogram of Deliverable 2.2, a poster study
is presented in Wind Europe Summit 2016 (topic: benchmarking study for a revenue of a wind
farm). Because of minor changes in activity orders, Logistics sub model time requirement is
updated with one month extension, this sub model will be studied parallel to power production
and finance sub-models.
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2.3 Research line of the fellow
2.3.1 Problem Statement:
Financial statement reports of in operation wind farms are the key documents to track
profitability of the wind energy investment. The inequality between the income (revenue) and the
outcome (expenditure) must stand for the reasonable amount of the profit. Income is highly
dependent on the wind speed, the electricity market structure and the energy policy. This part is
mostly related to pre-phases of the wind power project management. Making some changes on
this initial decisions (technology selection, land lease agreement etc.) are mostly not possible or
extremely expensive. On the other hand, the main expenditure items of a wind farm are
influenced by more flexible and dynamical decisions such as maintenance management since the
fuel consumption is not an issue for a wind farm. The operation and maintenance (O&M)
decisions must be tracked and if there is a room for improvement, they must be reconsidered
based on the periodical evaluations. Because the O&M tasks have an unavoidable share in the
cost of electricity (COE) that term refers as the principal parameter for the power production
facility in the competitive market environment. The literature gives us reference percentages for
the O&M cost; as an example in US offshore case %24 of the total life cycle cost belongs to O&M
[5]. In a different study average shares of O&M are stated as %15 onshore, %35 offshore[6]. With
this research, ESR 10 would like to develop a decision support tool which minimizes the
operational expenditure (OPEX).

2.3.2 Effective parameters:
The dominant factors of O&M strategies can be listed as wind turbine health conditions,
downtime and repair costs, logistic and weather constraints, insurance and inventory
management. Herein the researcher would like to emphasize that maintenance contract types
(duration, exclusion list, key performance indicator selection such as time based availability vs
production based availability), insurance contract types (such as operating all risk coverage,
exclusion list of specific failures which occur due to corrosion, fatigue etc., weather risk transfer),
shutting down/ running wind turbines and logistics services (selection of vehicle, scheduling etc.)
stand as an individual outcome of different management decisions which create a cumulative
cost. At the same time, these decisions have a considerable effect on production efficiency.

2.3.3 Existing Models:
The existing models can be listed as in offshore; DOWEC[7], ECUME[8] NOWIcob[9], OMCE[10],
Nielsen-Sorensen Bayesian Networks [11], Dinwoodie AR MCMC7 [12], Karyatokis [13] and in
onshore RS-WFC [14], Carlos[15], Kerres[16], JEDI Land Based[17], Sanchez-Multi [18], Short
Cut[19], Greek Market[14], [20], RETScreen [17], [21] and Hadi [22],[23].
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2.3.4 Outcomes of the first year research activity:
Input data collection is performed during industrial secondment activity in CETASA, Soria between
28.03.2016 and 26.06.2016. In that manner SCADA data, service work orders, wind farm layout
information, insurance and O&M contracts, maintenance log-books are studied as possible as.
CETASA has four wind farms with three turbine technology types: 33 Neg-Micon NM 750/48 DE
750 kW, 33 Neg-Micon MULTI POWER 52 900 kW and 66 MADE AE-52 800 kW. Each wind farm
consists from 33 wind turbines. The main O&M service suppliers of CETASA are Vestas for NegMicon turbines; Gamesa for MADE turbines. Neg-Micon turbines are selected as main study case
due to several reasons. Firstly insufficient SCADA data period is detected in MADE turbines,
secondly working with the hand written service work orders caused a considerable time
consumption and it is foreseen, working with the hand written work orders will require more time
and cause a significant delay. Finally, Neg-Micon turbines can be seen in existing reliability
databases such as LWK and LWK-SH [24]. Literature related to Neg-Micon technology is found as
more accessible.
Simplistic reliability analysis on CETASA data is performed. During this process lack of common
terminology is detected in existing literature. Lack of proper, agreed failure definition causes uncomparability among system failure rates of existing reliability databases. To solve this issue, ESR
10 is in favor to update reliability analysis after IEA Wind Task 33 team publishes study of
“Recommended practices for wind farm data collection and reliability assessment for O&M
optimisaton”. IEA Wind Task 33 team announced that this report will be accessible by the end of
2016.
Another benefit of industrial secondment, this activity created an opportunity to learn from O&M
experts. Thanks to this period, ESR 10 gained an insight. Based on the feedbacks of O&M
engineers, wind farm management process has two main restrictions: weather and electricity
market price. It is also figured both of them are seasonal and multi layered factors. In the
forecasting model of the electricity market price, weather should be taken into account as an
exogenous variable. As an example hydro-power has a serious impact on electricity market prices
in spring season. Its share increases on energy supply due to high precipitation amount and snowmelt. The wind farm owners tend to operate wind turbines in profitable hours. Which creates a
conflict on wind turbine design logic, because of shutting down the turbines even if the proper
wind and weather conditions exist. Subsidy schemes and also tax policies are quite effective
factors on decision processes. On the other hand apart from regional policies, regulation of cross
border energy trade and single market concept are found crucial for near future. OMIE, Iberian
electricity market for Spain and Portugal, can be seen as prior concept application, its inter-day
hourly electricity market price data is used in ESR10’s project. To perform benchmarking among
different factors of revenue of a wind farm, 1 dimensional sensitivity analysis and principal
component regression (as a solution to multi-collinearity) are used in poster study which is
presented in Wind Europe Summit 2016. During this part of study, information and data from
different electricity markets (such as NordPool Spot) are also gathered for future study.
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In parallel to data collection study, the input data characteristics are compared to the required
data properties of the probabilistic methodologies. In this manner wind speed input on Weibull
distribution is examined to understand uni-modality condition. In case of multi-modality
characteristics of data, a solution scheme is proposed by ESR 10 as “Probability density function
selection based on the characteristics of wind speed data.” At the same time, unfit is detected in
the tails which represents null (may lead to power estimation error) and extreme (may lead to
power estimation and load estimation error in terms of failure analysis) wind speeds. Parameter
estimation tools and different distribution types are studied during this part of the research.
After the review of related literature, input data clusters and correlation investigations among
them are studied as stated in project description. As an outcome of co-working with ESR11,
associations between wind turbine failures and weather conditions are examined. Then, three
association mining schemes are developed. The literature indicates that the relative humidity and
failure correlation is hard to clarify, with our proposed scheme this issue can be solved. At the
same time, a solution package is referenced for the missing specific weather observations.
In terms of insurance and finance sub-model studies, ESR 10 collected a base information set for
the risk transfer- insurance research. It is observed that the process works with sub-contracted
companies. Which causes a serious loss of technical information and makes the decision process
hard to model. Cost of insurance is proportional the age of wind turbines and installed power
capacity. Insurance market does not tend to take the risk of old wind turbines and most of the
time tend to exclude many risk transfers related to failure. More data and information will be
gathered related to contracting phase. A realistic insurance cost estimation tool is targeted.
Meanwhile, the researcher is participated to 1st Joint Industry Workshop of AWESOME project
and its reporting phase with focus on key performance indicators (KPI) for wind farm operation
and maintenance. In the financial sub-model, properties of KPI definition will be taken into
account.
Meanwhile iterative processes, optimization algorithms and metaheuristics have been studying by
ESR 10 since August 2016 with the purpose of nonlinear optimization application. The academic
secondment will be scheduled in Loughborough University, UK (for Spring-Summer 2017).

2.4 Progress on short-term objectives (1-years)
Achieved Milestones:
1. Knowledge gathering related to probabilistic studies.
2. Strengthening the theoretical background related to regression analysis and un-supervised
learning tools.
3. Practicing importance ranking and sensitivity analysis.
4. TORQUE 2016, paper acceptance.
5. Wind Europe Summit, 2016 poster acceptance.
6. Industrial Secondment
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Publications:
N Y Yürüşen and Julio J Melero., Probability density function selection based on the characteristics
of wind speed data. TORQUE conference in October 2016. (Accepted Poster Presentation)
(Accepted as full paper study in Journal of Physics: Conference Series)
N Y Yürüşen and Julio J Melero., Importance Ranking for Revenue of a Wind Farm Case
Study:Spain. Wind Europe 2016 in September 2016. (Accepted Poster Presentation)
Attended Conferences and Seminars:
•

27.09.2016-29.09.2016, Wind Europe Summit 2016, Hamburg, Germany.
(IEA Task 33 wind-reliability side event, risk mitigation and the role of the insurance sector
session, loads and fatigue session, component reliability and diagnostics session,
optimizing O&M to reduce LCOE session.)

•

07.09.2016-09.09.2016, SysTol’16: 3rd International Conference on Control and FaultTolerant
Systems, UPC, Barcelona, Spain.
(Reliability and Maintenance Models, Particle Swarm Optimisation Studies)

•

25.05.2016-27.05.2016, EAWE PhD Seminar 2016, DTU, Lyngby, Denmark.
(Wake models, Aerodynamic studies, BORUSAN Operation and Maintenance, Logistics
Solutions presentation)

•

15.02.2016-19.02.2016, RAMBOLL, AWESOME Joint Industry Workshop 1, Berlin,
Germany.
(Key Performance Indicators for Wind Farm Operation and Maintenance)

•

25.11.2015-26.11.2015, AWESOME Specific Course 2, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway.
(Numerical Models and Reliability, ASHES demonstration)

•

08.09.2015-10.09.2015, AWESOME Specific Course 1, CIRCE, Zaragoza, Spain.
(Latex and R, CETASA presentation)

Industrial Secondment:
28.03.2016-26.06.2016, Industrial Secondment (part of AWESOME project) in CETASA, Soria,
Spain.
(Gaining an insight regarding the electricity market (OMIE) and selling procedure for electricity
which is generated from wind, Maintenance log books, service orders and SCADA data gathering
via Vestas and Gamesa systems -wind farm visits; attendance to gearbox change, blade
inspection, left-out oil reporting, power units control investigation, increase the knowledge
regarding failure types and failed components re-use or repairing possibilities).
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3 TASK 5.3: ESR 11
3.1 Summary, background and organisation of the project
Wind turbine system reliability is a critical factor. Poor reliability directly affects, on the one hand,
the project’s revenue stream through increased operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. And, on
the other hand, the turbines availability to generate power due downtimes caused by component
failures. Based on current wind turbine (WT) component reliability models, an enhanced reliability
model will be developed - taking into account component degradation, environmental conditions
and logical interconnection of the components. The aim is to predict and prevent failures by
applying this methodology and thus decrease O&M costs. Historical failure data and Supervisory
Control and Acquisition (SCADA) data are used as inputs to the models.
The organization and specific tasks for the project are discussed in the following section.

3.2 Research line of the fellow
3.2.1 Current Status
Table 1 below represents the planned chronogram for the scope of the 3 years PhD project. This
has been established, in order to keep track of the progress. Green are the tasks that have been
accomplished until now. Dark orange represents the main processes, as divided into three subtasks. Light orange the ones that are considered for the future. At the moment, the ESR is some
months ahead of schedule.

Table 1. Chronogram PhD Research Plan

The following main tasks have been carried out for the second milestone “Data Analysis &
Modelling”:
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Taxonomy:
A taxonomy of a wind turbine (WT) for failure data treatment has been developed. This
taxonomy will be applied throughout the entire project, in order to guarantee uniformity
and consistency. The taxonomy has been validated with a data base containing over 4300
wind turbines of different ages, makes and sizes. This was partially presented in a
conference paper (see section 1.4. below).

b. Failure Data Analysis:
A data base of a portfolio of over 4300 WTs has been analysed. Mainly failure and
maintenance logbooks were considered. The analysis shows the failure rates and
downtimes for the components of different wind turbine technologies, divided into three
categories: geared WTs bigger/equal to 1 MW rated capacity, geared WTs smaller than
1MW rated capacity and direct drive turbines between 0.3 and 2 MW rated capacity. This
was also presented in a conference paper (see section 1.4. below).
c. Wind Speed (SCADA) Effects on WT Reliability:
This task was carried out in order to find correlations between wind speed and failure
occurrence. Wind speed time series were taken from 10-minute mean SCADA data of
failed wind turbines. The statistical analysis focuses on both, 30 days and one year ahead
of failure, and reveals under which short- and long-term wind speed conditions certain
components fail frequently. This was presented in a conference poster (see section 1.4.
below).
d. Unsupervised framework for correlating Environmental Conditions and Failure
occurrences:
Together with ESR 10 a framework using unsupervised k-means clustering with uni- and
multi-dimensional input data has been developed in order to analyse environmental
conditions before component failures. The environmental parameters include for
example relative humidity, wind speed, temperature, etc. The k-means clustering is
followed by an apriori ruling process, which correlates failure occurrences and
combinations of environmental conditions. For this task a paper has been prepared,
which is currently being finished.
e. Pattern recognition in Environmental conditions before failures:
An R code has been developed, which is capable of detecting reoccurring patterns in 10
minute mean SCADA time series data before failure occurrences. It was tested with wind
speed time series of 46 turbines suffering from pitch system failures and has shown a very
good performance. The framework detected a significant number of reoccurring patterns
and will be applied to a bigger data base containing other component failures in the
following months.
f.

Reliability Model using different Techniques:
Throughout the first month of the industrial secondment, the abilities of different
modelling techniques have been tested with data provided by the industrial partner. The
aim is to create a reliability model for the purpose of predicting the failure rates for the
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upcoming five years when considering a changing fleet of WTs (changes are known). This
is currently under preparation and will be finished until the end of December 2016.

3.2.2 Future Progress
The following chronogram states the planned tasks for the upcoming year. The focus will be on
analyzing and modeling the weather conditions and their impact on WT component reliability.
Furthermore, existing reliability modelling techniques will be analysed and tested with real
operational data. Finally, modelling strategies and suitable techniques will be selected and the
final component reliability models will be established.
The industrial secondment at Enel Green Power will be carried out from August to December
2016. The academic secondment at DTU is planned for the first half of 2017 but dates have to be
defined yet.

Table 2. Chronogram for the following year

a. Comparison of existing Reliability Models:
I have already described and compared the existing models in my literature review; now I will
compare them with actual data. For this, I will set up the ones I selected in R-code and test all
of them with the same data set. I have been thinking about selecting the following models for
the comparison:
o
Counting Processes: CROW-AMSAA (Reliability Block Diagrams + Weibull +
PLP Process). This is a standard Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process model. It
is the basic reliability model, not considering much. For example stated in
Tavner et al. [25];
o
Two different State Space Models with random failure event simulation (e.g.
Discrete Markov Chains + Monte Carlo Simulation), examples can be found in
[26],[27],[28]
o
DEVS Simulation: e.g. developed by Eduardo Perez, Eunshin Byon in [29],
[30];
o
GTST-MLD Model: Goal Tree Success Tree Master Logic Diagrams
interconnect the components and their dependencies. E.g. stated in Li2015
et al. [31].
b. New Reliability Model:
Based on the comparison of different models a new model will be set up. This will focus
strongly on the components. However, it will also consider the wind turbine and wind farm
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level. Besides the failure history data, it will also use SCADA data for the component reliability
estimation. Also, environmental conditions affecting WTs will be included into the models.
c. Test different approaches for the final Reliability Models:
The possibilities of combining different approaches, such as physics of failure, statistical
approaches and data driven artificial intelligence for reliability modelling will be assessed.
These approaches work differently for certain degrees of details of the results. WT
components fail due to several causes, such as aging, fatigue, overload, etc. which all have to
be modelled in different ways. Currently, there is very few research done on combining
several different techniques, however, this could lead to very interesting findings. Recently
some research projects have been launched considering exactly this approach for WTs (e.g. at
Fraunhofer in Kassel). Also the recommended practices for reliability data established within
the IEA Task 33 (will be published by the end of 2016), state that different approaches are
suitable for different purposes and input data and should be combined. This will be evaluated
and applied to the present case.
d. Extended Analysis on Environmental Conditions and Reliability:
o
Short-term Weather Effects on Component Reliability:
The previously carried out work on this topic can be extended by using more
data for the analysis. This will then be included into the reliability model.
o
Long-term Weather Effects on Component Reliability:
Apart from clustering , ruling and pattern recognition, further techniques
could be applied on the analysis of long term weather effects on WT
reliability. These will be evaluated and if suitable they will be applied to the
failure logs and SCADA data base.
e.

Interconnection and Dependency of the WT Components:
As the reliability of each WT component depends strongly on the components surrounding it,
the interconnection and dependency between the components will be included into the
reliability models. Also, the weather conditions can affect each component in a different form
which then consequently affects all subsequent components. This results in a rather complex
setup, which has to be implemented well into the model. For this, for example master logic
diagrams have shown to be very effective. However, they come along with rather high
computational effort. A solution for this problem has to be found.

f.

Testing/ Validation and Deriving Results:
As soon as the models have been developed, they will have to be tested and validated with
the historical failure and maintenance data.

g.

Industrial Implementation:
Once the models have been set up and validated, possibilities of the industrial
implementation will be elaborated. The value of these models for the industry is clear:
Predicting and preventing failures contributes directly to reducing Operation and
Maintenance costs. These could be implemented industrially by transforming the models to a
prediction or simulation tool, which then can be subject of further PhD projects.
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3.3 Progress on short-term objectives (1-years)
Along with the work presented above, three conference publications have been carried out:
1.3.1. TORQUE Conference Munich 2016:
The first consists of an extensive failure data analysis of over 4000 WTs. Failure rates and
downtimes of all wind turbine components have been calculated. The supplementary use of
SCADA Data in WT Failure Analysis has been evaluated.
Reder M., Gonzalez E. and Melero J. J. 2016 “Wind Turbine Failures - Tackling current Problems in
Failure Data Analysis” Journal of Physics: Conference Series (The Science of Making Torque from
Wind - TORQUE 2016), Munich, Germany.
1.3.2. TORQUE Conference Munich 2016:
The second article uses time-sequence analysis in order to find subsequent SCADA alarm patterns
to WT component failures.
Gonzalez E., Reder M. and Melero J. J. 2016 “SCADA alarms processing for wind turbine
component failure detection” Journal of Physics: Conference Series (The Science of Making
Torque from Wind - TORQUE 2016), Munich, Germany.
1.3.3. WindEurope Summit 2016:
For this article/poster, I have analysed the influence of wind speed on WT component reliability
as described in section 1.3. d.
Reder M., Melero J. J. 2016 “Assessing Wind Speed Effects on Wind Turbine Reliability” Poster at
Wind Europe Summit, Hamburg, Germany.
1.3.4. Planned Publications:
As mentioned above, further publications are planned for the following year, see section 1.2.1 d
and e.
1.3.5. Workshops, Courses & Secondment:
The following courses, workshops and conferences have been attended in the past year:
• Wind Energy Summer School at Loughborough University,
• Specific course 1 at CIRCE Zaragoza,
• Specific course 2 at NTNU Trondheim,
• Industrial Workshop Berlin,
• EAWE PhD Seminar at DTU Copenhagen,
• Systol Conference in Barcelona,
• WindEurope Summit in Hamburg,
• TORQUE Conference in Munich.
• Secondment: Currently the industrial secondment at ENEL Green Power in Rome is
carried out, where the reliability modeling techniques will be compared and applied to
real operational data.
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